
Rest area and lunch room with 
changing room, shower and toilet
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• Rest area and lunch room for 4 - 8 persons
• Changing room with lockers for 4 - 8 persons
• Shower cabin, flushing toilet and wash basin 
• XPS insulation, ventilation, radiator & LED lights
• Highest build quality and corrosion protection
• Quick and easy to set up, clean and maintain

QUICK
OVERVIEW



INTERIOR DESIGN

The unit features a simple and elegant design giving The unit features a simple and elegant design giving 
the user a relaxing and comfortable experience. It 
uses non-organic materials with smooth surfaces to 
prevent dirt, smells and bacteria from manifesting. 
The ceiling is equipped with LED lights throughout 
providing a modern and comfortable lighting.

REST AND SANITATION

The crew cabin is a great solution when you need a The crew cabin is a great solution when you need a 
temporary rest area near construction sites and city 
projects. The unit has a shower, toilet, wash basin, 
locker room and rest area with a fixed table and 
chairs. It comes in sizes from 4 to 8 persons and 
can be built with a flushing toilet or tank toilet.

FEATURES
& DESIGN



REINFORCED EDGE JOINTS

All outer walls are cut with rabbet joints and placed 
so the grooves completely cover the edges of the 
floor. Likewise, corners are cut and glued together 
with rabbet joints and strengthened with anodized 
aluminum profiles. This maximizes structural inte-
grity and tightness to ensure the highest quality.grity and tightness to ensure the highest quality.

SINGLE MOLDED ROOF

All Scanvogn’s trailers are built with a single molded All Scanvogn’s trailers are built with a single molded 
roof. This ensures that the trailer stays waterproof 
under all weather conditions. The roof has a slight 
curve for optimal strength and to prevent rain from 
gathering on top. The roof has a gutter system that 
helps guide rain away from doors and windows.

OUTSTANDING
BUILD QUALITY



LONGER LIFE EXPECTANCY

There are other products on the market where the There are other products on the market where the 
galvanizing takes place before the chassis has gone 
through the mechanical process. This increases the 
likelyhood of corrosion and reduces life expectancy. 
Some of our customers have trailers that are over 
20 years old without any signs of severe corrosion.

COMPLETELY GALVANIZED

We only accept the highest standards in corrosion 
protection. All our trailers are built on a strong hot-
dipped galvanized chassis. The treatment doesn’t dipped galvanized chassis. The treatment doesn’t 
take place until the chassis has gone through the 
entire mechanical process. As a result no edges, 
joints or drilling holes are left unprotected.

EXCEPTIONAL
PROTECTION



EASY TO USE AND MAINTAIN

The trailer uses a standard 50 mm coupling and The trailer uses a standard 50 mm coupling and 
can be fully set up within a few minutes. This makes 
it possible to move the trailer between locations 
efficiently without any hassle. The unit is made of 
durable lightweight materials that are easy to clean, 
which saves time on maintenance and cleaning. 

PERFECT FOR CONSTRUCTION

The crew cabin is a popular choice among our cus-
tomers and can be found near construction sites tomers and can be found near construction sites 
and city projects in all of Scandinavia. It meets all 
requirements from the Danish work environment 
regulation. It’s an essential part of project planning 
to ensure worker satisfaction and efficiency.

APPLICATION
& EFFICIENCY



LED lights

Bulletin board

15
 L
  W
H

5200 mm

2480 mm

400 V - 16 A CEE inlet
1000 W radiator
750 W radiator
30 L water heater
LED lights & power panel

Fixed table 1200 x 690 mm
Window 1245 x 825 mm
Window 510 x 410 mm
Towel hooks
4 x clothes hook

Bulletin board
Fixed bench
8 x steel closet
4 x chair
Free standing stairs

Toilet with macerator
Shower cabin
PVC wash basin
Refrigerator
Coffee machine

Ext: 5200 x 2480 x 2900 mm
Int: 5096 x 2376 x 2100 mm
Unit weight: 1400 kg
Total weight: 1500 kg
Capacity: 4 persons

SPECS - MODEL 520

Dimensions and weight are subject to change.



LED lights

Bulletin board

15
 L
 W
H

5700 mm

2280 mm

400 V - 16 A CEE inlet
1000 W radiator
750 W radiator
30 L water heater
LED lights & power panel

Fixed table 1200 x 690 mm
Window 1245 x 825 mm
Window 510 x 410 mm
Towel hooks
4 x clothes hook

Bulletin board
Fixed bench
8 x steel closet
4 x chair
Attachable stairs

Toilet with macerator
Shower cabin
PVC wash basin
Refrigerator
Coffee machine

Ext: 5700 x 2280 x 2900 mm
Int: 5596 x 2176 x 2100 mm
Unit weight: 1450 kg
Total weight: 1500 kg
Capacity: 4 persons

SPECS - MODEL 570

Dimensions and weight are subject to change.



LED lights

Bulletin board

30 L WH 30 L WH

7300 mm

2480 mm

400 V - 16 A CEE inlet
1000 W radiator
750 W radiator
2 x 30 L water heater
LED lights & power panel

Fixed table 1800 x 690 mm
Window 1245 x 825 mm
Window 510 x 410 mm
Towel hooks
6 x clothes hook

Bulletin board
Fixed bench
12 x steel closet
6 x chair
Attachable stairs

Toilet with macerator
Shower cabin
2 x steel wash basin
Refrigerator
Coffee machine

Ext: 7300 x 2480 x 2900 mm
Int: 7196 x 2376 x 2100 mm
Unit weight: 1600 kg
Total weight: 2000 kg
Capacity: 6 persons

SPECS - MODEL 730

Dimensions and weight are subject to change.



LED lights

Bulletin board

30 L WH 30 L WH

9000 mm

2480 mm

400 V - 16 A CEE inlet
2 x 1000 W radiator
750 W radiator
2 x 30 L water heater
LED lights & power panel

Fixed table 2400 x 690 mm
Window 1245 x 825 mm
Window 510 x 410 mm
Towel hooks
8 x clothes hook

Bulletin board
2 x fixed bench
16 x steel closet
8 x chair
Attachable stairs

Toilet with macerator
Shower cabin
2 x steel wash basin
Refrigerator
Coffee machine

Ext: 9000 x 2480 x 2900 mm
Int: 8896 x 2376 x 2100 mm
Unit weight: 1900 kg
Total weight: 2800 kg
Capacity: 8 persons

SPECS - MODEL 900

Dimensions and weight are subject to change.



The self-sufficient unit offers all the functionality of a standard crew 
cabin but with added flexibility. It is fully equipped with solar panels, 
batteries, gas and tanks for both clean water and waste water. It can 
therefore operate independently of any extern power or water source.

The self-sufficient crew cabin is frequently used for work outside cities The self-sufficient crew cabin is frequently used for work outside cities 
such as road work, forest work and excavations. It features gas central 
heating and a gas refrigerator. Both can be switched to run on electricity 
when near an external power source. The unit can also be configured 
with a built in generator if the crew needs more electricity.

SELF-SUFFICIENT UNIT

The decontamination unit is a variation of the standard crew cabin that 
has been specifically designed for crews working with more hazardous 
materials such as epoxe, asbestos and sewer waste. The unit comes in 
two standard sizes for either 3 or 4 persons.

The unit is divided into two zones.The unit is divided into two zones. The first zone features a locker for 
contaminated clothes as well as a shower and wash basin. The second 
zone features a locker for clean clothes, a flushing toilet and a rest area. 
The unit is designed so that the crew can move easily from one zone to 
the other after proper decontamination and hygiene check.

DECONTAMINATION UNIT



Scanvogn is Scandinavia’s leading manufacturer of 
mobile solutions for the construction and event 
industry. Our core products consist of trailers for 
accommodation, office, dining, sanitation, bathing, 
decontamination and refrigeration as well as 
custom solutions for organizations operating in 
remote areas lacking secure and sanitary facilities.

Our products are known for their high quality and Our products are known for their high quality and 
comfort. They are constructed using lightweight 
non-organic materials offering a high degree of 
insulation, hygiene and durability. They are utilized 
in numerous parts of the world ranging from the 
hottest to the coldest climates.

Scanvogn is based in northern Denmark and Scanvogn is based in northern Denmark and 
employs 150 people in its 9000 m2 factory. We 
produce most parts in-house which enables us to 
deliver highly customized trailers and parts for 
customers with specific requirements.

With over 20 years of development and innovation With over 20 years of development and innovation 
Scanvogn has the experience and competence to 
turn our customers’ ideas into functional solutions 
and produce them on a large scale.

SCANVOGN
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